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Abstract: The success of high-speed rail systems in Europe and Japan has
led to the consideration of deployment of such systems in the United States.
Since operating conditions in the United States are different from those
in Europe and Japan, questions arise as to the safety-related behaviour of
such systems. To address questions of dynamic behaviour, linear simulation
models have been developed to compute the lateral stability of articulated
trainsets on tangent track. These models include the essential features of
articulated trainsets such as shared trucks and suspension characteristics
such as car-to-car connections and car-to-truck yaw dampers. Parameter
studies have been conducted for a trainset consisting of ten vehicles and
having a critical speed of approximately 310 km/h. The studies show that
consist stability is sensitive to the yaw damping between the trucks and
the carbody, the conicity of the wheel pro¢le, and the primary suspension.
Other parameters affect the stability but to a lesser degree. The modal
behaviour of the consist suggests that instabilities can occur in the form
of whole consist modes, in some cases a wave-like motion, especially at
low conicities.
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Nomenclature

a track semi-gauge (m)
at longitudinal distance between truck cg and secondary vertical suspension (m)
b semi-distance between primary suspension (m)
c longitudinal distance between vertical side spring suspension and car cg (m)
Ccx inter-body roll damping (N�m�s/rad)
Ccy inter-body pitch damping (N�m�s/rad)
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Ccz inter-body yaw damping (N�m�s/rad)
Cjtf yaw damping for female joint-truck connection (N�m�s/rad)
Cjtm yaw damping for male joint-truck connection (N�m�s/rad)
Cpx primary longitudinal suspension damping coef¢cient (N�s/m)
Cpy primary lateral suspension damping coef¢cient (N�s/m)
Cpz primary vertical suspension damping coef¢cient (N�s/m)
Csy joint-to-truck lateral suspension damping coef¢cient (N�s/m)
Csz secondary vertical damping (N�s/m)
Cs joint-to-truck vertical suspension damping coef¢cient (N�s/m)
df , dr distance between truck cg and front and rear wheelsets respect (m)
f11 lateral creep coef¢cient (N/wheel)
f12 lateral-spin creep coef¢cient (N�m/wheel)
f22 spin creep coef¢cient (N�m2/wheel)
f33 longitudinal creep coef¢cient (N/wheel)
Fsy joint suspension lateral force on truck (N)
Fpy primary suspension lateral force on truck (N)
h3 vertical distance of joint lateral suspension to truck cg (m)
h4 vertical distance of primary lateral suspension to truck cg (m)
Icx carbody roll moment of inertia (kg�m2)
Icz carbody yaw moment of inertia (kg�m2)
Icx carbody pitch moment of inertia (kg�m2)
Itz truck frame yaw moment of inertia (kg�m2)
Itx truck frame roll moment of inertia (kg�m2)
Iwy wheelset pitch moment of inertia (kg�m2)
Iwz wheelset yaw moment of inertia (kg�m2)
Iwx wheelset roll moment of inertia (kg�m2)
kcx inter-body roll stiffness (N�m/rad)
kcy inter-body pitch stiffness (N�m/rad)
kcz yaw stiffness of car-to-car connection (N�m/rad)
kjtm male joint-to-truck yaw suspension stiffness coef¢cient (N/m)
kjtf female joint-to-truck yaw suspension stiffness coef¢cient (N/m)
kpx primary longitudinal suspension stiffness coef¢cient (N/m)
kpy primary lateral suspension stiffness coef¢cient (N/m)
kpz primary vertical suspension (N/m)
ksy joint-to-truck lateral suspension stiffness coef¢cient (N/m)
ksz inter-car yaw stiffness (N/m)
ks vertical stiffness between articulation joint and truck (N/m)
mc mass of carbody (kg)
mJ mass of joint (kg)
mt mass of truck frame (kg)
mw wheelset mass (kg)
p semi distance between secondary suspension (m)
rl , rr rolling radii, left and right wheels respectively (m)
Sf distance from car cg to male joint (m)
Sr distance from car cg to female joint (m)
V forward speed (m/s)
Wapp applied load (N/wheel)
l conicity
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G roll angle coef¢cient
D contact angle coef¢cient
d0 contact angle offset
dldr contact angles, left and right wheels, respectively (rad)
o angular velocity (rad/s)

1 Introduction

A number of High Speed Rail (HSR) systems have been developed in Europe and
Japan that can operate over 300 km/h. Examples include the French TGV, German
ICE, Swedish X2000, Italian ETR, and Japanese Shinkansen trains. The success
of these systems in Europe and Japan has led to the consideration of deployment
of such systems in the United States. Since operating conditions in the United States
are different from those in Europe and Japan, questions arise as to the safety-related
behaviour of such systems.

Some HSR features and con¢gurations are fundamentally di¡erent from those of
conventional railway vehicles. For example, the TGV uses an innovative articulated
arrangement between adjacent cars in the consist that is distinct from the car-to-car
connections in conventional vehicles.With this arrangement there is a shared truck
between adjacent cars. The kinematics of the articulation and the associated
car-to-car and car-to-truck connections produce coupled dynamic interactions
between the vehicles in the train that cannot be accurately accounted for by con-
sidering single vehicle models.Therefore a multi-vehicle model is needed in the analy-
sis and simulation of articulated trains to describe and evaluate their dynamic
performance.

Stability of rail vehicles usually refers to lateral stability and identi¢cation of speeds
at which the `hunting' phenomena occurs in rail vehicles. Hunting is a self-excited
lateral-yaw oscillation that is produced above a speci¢c forward speed by the
wheel-rail forces. The speed at which this oscillation is initiated is called the c̀ritical
speed'. It is characterized by violent oscillations of the wheelsets and truck assemblies.
Severe hunting is detrimental to good dynamic performance of the vehicle and poses
signi¢cant safety problems. It can lead to track damage and derailment. Thus, the
study of lateral stability is of particular importance for a high speed passenger train.
The purpose of a lateral stability analysis is to determine the safe operating speed
of the vehicle for a given set of parameters and to delineate safe and unsafe regions
of behaviour.

2 Scope of work

This paper presents the results of the use of linear models of articulated trainsets for
investigating lateral stability. Stability is restricted to linear eigenvalue-eigenvector
analyses for determining a c̀ritical speed' of the trainset for a given set of parameters.
A forced response model for predicting pitch and bounce behaviour in response
to vertical track irregularities (Haque, Liu, and Zhu, 1995), as well as a curving
model (Ahmed, Haque, and Liu, 1996) have also been developed but are not reported
here.
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3 Model development

For an articulated train, the key element of focus is the articulation design for support
and stability of two consecutive vehicles. The purpose of the articulation is to couple
consecutive vehicles together more tightly than is typically the case for conventional
arrangements. Articulated trainsets generally contain conventional components such
as wheelsets, truck frames and car bodies as well as primary and secondary
suspensions which are modeled in much the same way as with conventional trains.
A typical carbody/truck/vehicle assembly, shown in Figure 1, consists of con-
ventionally attached trucks in the front and rear, and shared trucks in between.
The conventional trucks are connected to the carbody through lateral, yaw and roll
suspension elements.The shared trucks are connected directly to the carbody through
roll suspension elements and through the articulation joints. A key element of
articulated train modelling is the representation of the articulation connections
between the carbodies and the interconnections with the trucks. In the model devel-
oped here the articulation joint model has been made as generic as possible to allow
the analyst to model different designs by picking the suspension elements
appropriately. It consists of yaw and roll suspension connections between the male
and female ends of the joint, and yaw suspension elements between the female
and male ends and the trucks individually. These elements represent the car-to-truck
yaw dampers that are normally employed in high speed vehicles. Lateral and vertical
suspension elements also exist between the joint and the truck frame.

Figure 1 Articulated joint and shared truck concept of the French TGV1.

1Picture obtained from web site http://mercurio.iet.unipi.it
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3.1 The wheelset model

The wheelset model development follows previous work, and is described by Shah,
Thirumalai, Cui, and Haque (1997). It consists of two degrees-of-freedom, i.e. lateral
and yaw, linear wheel-rail geometry, and linear creep force characteristics based
on Kalker's linear creep theory.Wheelset angular motions as well as angles of contact
between the wheel and the rail are assumed to be small.

3.2 The truck model

Each truck consists of two wheelsets, a truck frame, and primary and secondary sus-
pension components. The truck frame is considered to have lateral, yaw, and roll
degrees-of-freedom. The primary suspension contains longitudinal, lateral, and ver-
tical stiffness and damping elements. The secondary suspension components include
connections between the truck frame and carbody and connections between the truck
frame and the articulation joint. The presence of the articulation joint between two
adjacent car bodies and the connections between the car bodies and the shared truck
preclude the necessity of having lateral and longitudinal suspensions between the
carbody and the trucks. The vertical suspension characteristics between truck and
carbody consist of linear stiffnesses and damping. The lateral and yaw suspensions
between the car bodies and the trucks are accounted for through suspension elements
that connect the articulation joint to the truck.

3.3 The articulation joint model

The modelling of the articulation joint has been done to accommodate a variety of
possible designs. The articulation joint is assumed to have a mass even though this
mass may be small compared to the carbody mass. The joint is modelled as
kinematically constraining adjacent car bodies in the lateral and vertical planes. Con-
nections between a joint and a truck are through suspension elements. The joint
has a female end and a male end. The male end is ¢xed in front of carbody, and
the female at the rear of the carbody. The articulation joint allows relative yaw
and roll motions between the bodies. The suspension characteristics consist of:

1. Yaw and roll stiffness and damping between the male and female ends;
2. Yaw stiffness and damping between the male end and the truck frame as well as

between the female end and the truck frame; and
3. Lateral stiffness and damping between the whole joint and truck frame.

3.4 The carbody model

Typical models of rail vehicles that assess lateral stability assign three
degrees-of-freedom to the carbody. These are lateral displacement and yaw and roll
rotations. In the case of articulated trains, the presence of the articulation joint pro-
vides a constraint that the lateral motion of the points of interconnection of two adjac-
ent bodies move equally in the lateral plane thereby reducing the degrees-of-freedom
of the system. The generalized coordinates chosen here to represent the motion of
the bodies consist of the lateral displacements of the articulated joints and the roll
angles of each of the bodies. The lateral translations of ith and (i � 1)th articulation
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joint are suf¢cient to represent the ith carbody yaw around its cg and the lateral trans-
lation of the ith carbody's cg.

3.5 Equation formulation

The equations of motion for an articulated train set containing n bodies are developed
using the methodology outlined by Shah, Thirumalai, Cui, and Haque (1997).
Symbolic equations of motion utilizing the symbolic computation program MAPLE
are developed, automatically written out in Fortran, and solved through MATLAB.
Different models with different numbers of bodies can be easily generated using this
formulation.

3.6 Method of solution

The equations ofmotion are written in state variable form and the eigenvalues found by
solving the characteristic equation. The critical speed for hunting stability is found by
running the program sequentially through a number of forward speeds until the real
part of any eigenvalue becomes a positive number and the corresponding damping
ratio becomes zero or negative.The least damped hunting mode is then obtained from
the corresponding eigenvector.

The model used for the purpose of this study consists of ten vehicles. Each truck is
shared by contiguous vehicles except at the ends of the train set where the truck is
placed under the carbody and connected to a lateral, yaw, and roll suspension con-
nection located in the transverse plane of the cg of the truck frame. The total
degrees-of-freedom (DOF) for n articulated vehicles are 9n� 8, i.e. 98 DOF for a
10 articulated-vehicle trainset. These are shown in Table 1.

4 Results

A typical set of baseline parameters of this model is given in Table 2. This parameter
set represents a hypothetical trainset and was chosen to provide a critical speed of

Table 1 Degrees of freedom for the ten vehicle trainset.

De¢nition of DOFs Speci¢cation

1st wheelset lateral displacement

1st wheelset yaw displacement

2nd wheelset lateral displacement

2nd wheelset yaw displacement
For ith truck

ith truck frame lateral displacement
i � 1; 2; . . . ; 11

ith truck frame yaw angle

ith truck frame roll angle

Lateral displacement of 1st to 11th joint For articulated joint motion

Roll displacement of 1st to 10th carbody For carbody motion

}
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approximately 300 km/h for a ten car consist with conventional truck con¢gurations
at the ends. Some of the sources for these data are available in the open literature,
see Iguchi (1993). The data are presented in Table 2.

The above parameter set was used as a baseline parameter set to investigate
articulated vehicle stability behaviour. All the vehicles in the consist were assumed
to have identical suspension characteristics andwere assumed to be symmetrical about
the longitudinal axis.

Table 2 Baseline parameters for a ten vehicle consist.

Symbol Value Unit Symbol Value Unit

mc 25000 kg kcz 0.0 N �m/rad

mt 5000 kg Cjtf 2.40�105 N �m � s/rad
mw 2000 kg Cjtm 2.40�105 N �m � s/rad
mJ 250 kg Ccx 0.0 N �m � s/rad
Icx 5.625� 105 kg �m2 Ccz 0.0 N �m � s/rad
Icz 6.625�105 kg �m2 f11 6.550�106 N/wheel

Itx 1740 kg �m2 f12 2.396�104 N �m/wheel

Itz 7630 kg �m2 f22 0.0 N �m2/wheel

Iwx 1500 kg �m2 f33 8.150�106 N/wheel

Iwy 140 kg �m2 l 0.025

Iwz 1500 kg �m2 D 0.025

ksz 2.936�106 N/m G 0.025

Csz 3.930�104 N �m � s/rad d0 00

kpx 6.800� 106 N/m Wapp 1.5� 105 N/wheel

kpy 3.920�106 N/m a 0.7175 m

kpz 5.756�105 N/m b 0.95 m

Cpx 2.500�104 N � s/m p 0.95 m

Cpy 2.500�104 N � s/m Sf 10.8 m

Cpz 3.920�104 N � s/m Sr 10.8 m

ksy 3.570� 105 N/m df 1.25 m

Csy 7.845�104 N � s/m dr 1.25 m

kjtf 1.760�105 N �m/rad h3 0.365 m

kjtm 1.760�105 N �m/rad h4 0.365 m

kcx 0.0 N �m/rad hf , hr 0.36 m

Csrf 0.0 N � s/m cf , cr 0.36 m

Csrr 0.0 N � s/m Tf , Tr 5.00 m

ro 0.45 m atf , atr 1.25 m
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The stability characteristics of an articulated trainset di¡er considerably from that
of a single vehicle.With the number of elements connected together through kinematic
constraints, there is the possibility of numerous modes of instability.The presence and
characteristics of these modes depend primarily on the suspension parameters, the
wheel/rail geometry parameters, and the masses and inertias of the interconnected
elements. Hence, a di¡erent combination of data could give di¡erent results. This par-
ameter study focused on a select group of suspension, geometry, and inertial
parameters.

The following aspects were investigated: (a) Typical modes of instability or the
nature of the eigen solution for the nominal vehicle; (b) the in£uence of suspension
parameters on critical speed; (c) the in£uence ofwheel tread conicity on critical speed;
(d) the in£uence of wheelset and truck frame mass on critical speed, and (e) the in£u-
ence of consist length and arrangement on critical speed.

The results obtained are discussed in Table 2.

5.1 Nature of the eigen solution

The parameters presented inTable 2 give a critical speed of 311km/h for the ten vehicle
consist.The natural frequency of the least damped mode at this speed is 1.567Hz.This
is well below the free wheelset kinematic frequency (3.83Hz) but closer to the rigid
truck kinematic frequency (1.9Hz) for this speed and conicity. The least damped
or unstable mode resembles the carbody hunting mode seen in conventional vehicles.
The eigenvector is characterized by large lateral motions of the wheelsets, truck frames,
and the articulation joints. Since the number of elements is large, a graphical represen-
tation of select components of the eigenvector is presented in Figure 2. Only linear
displacements are plotted. The vertical location of each of the elements in the plot
is obtained by plotting the real part of the eigenvector which only gives a sense of
the phase relationships between the elements. The largest element in this case is
the tenth truck. In the front of the trainset, the wheelsets, trucks and carbody move
in-phase. The middle portion shows out-of-phase motions between the trucks and

Figure 2 Mode shape (linear displacements only) for the least damped mode using nominal
parameters.
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the articulation joints with in-phase motions again at the rear of the trainset. The
wheelsets follow closely the behaviour of the trucks. Though not obvious in
Figure 2, the elements of the eigenvector show that the magnitude of wheelset, truck
and joint motions grow progressively as one approaches the rear of the consist except
for the motion of the last truck. The largest motions for the joints occur at the rear
end of the train with the exception of the last articulation joint. The mode shape
is affected by a number of parameters including wheel conicity.

5.2 In£uence of the carbody-truck connections

The secondary lateral and vertical damping and the secondary yaw stiffness are known
to have a signi¢cant in£uence on the stability of a conventional vehicle. In the case of
the articulated train models, the secondary suspension elements of interest are the
lateral suspension between the articulation joint and the truck, the roll suspension
between the carbody and the truck, and yaw suspensions between the male and female
joints and the truck.

Figures 3 through 6 show the in£uence of these suspension parameters on the
stability of the baseline vehicle. Figure 3 shows that a decrease in the nominal lateral
joint-to-truck sti¡ness results in a slight increase in critical speed with a maximum
value being reached at approximately 2.1�105N/m, a further decrease leading to a
reduction in critical speed. This indicates that an optimum value for the secondary
lateral sti¡ness may exist, the value of which undoubtedly depends on the other sus-
pension parameters of the consist. Increasing the sti¡ness above the nominal value
results in a decrease in critical speed. The in£uence of lateral damping (Figure 4)
is more pronounced than that of the sti¡ness. A decrease in damping increases
the critical speed.

Figure 5 shows the in£uence of the secondary yaw sti¡ness on the critical speed.
Increasing the yaw sti¡ness increases the critical speed. Zero sti¡ness lowers the
frequency of the least damped mode but only lowers the critical speed slightly.
The yawdampers play a strong role in the lateral stability of the articulated train model.
Figure 6 shows that removal of the yaw dampers reduces the critical speed of the

Figure 3 Critical speed versus joint-truck lateral stiffness.
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nominal vehicle but an increase in yaw damping increases the critical speed to a point
past which the speed starts to decrease. This again indicates an optimum value for the
damping that may depend on suspension parameters of the consist. The case where

Figure 4 Critical speed versus joint-to-truck lateral damping.

Figure 5 Critical speed versus car-to-truck yaw stiffness.

Figure 6 Critical speed versus car-to-truck yaw damping
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both the sti¡ness damping were removed from the model is not shown here. The
in£uence on critical speed is more pronounced with the removal of the damping play-
ing a bigger role.The critical speed in this case is 241km/h as opposed to 291km/h for
the zero sti¡ness and 256 km/h for the zero damping case.

5.3 In£uence of the inter-car connection ^ yaw and roll dampers

Some articulated passenger trainsets have inter-body connections to reduce inter-car,
roll and yaw.The inter-car roll and yaw damping and stiffness between two consecutive
car bodies have some in£uence on the lateral stability. Results are shown in Figures 7
and 8. Increasing the yaw stiffness has an adverse affect on system stability. Yaw
damping has the opposite effect with an increase in yawdamping increasing the critical
speed. The in£uence of inter-car roll damping is minimal.

5.4 In£uence of sprung and unsprung mass

The unsprung mass has a strong in£uence on the lateral stability of the consist.
Reducing the weight of wheelset from 2000 kg to 1000 kg increases the critical speed

Figure 7 Critical speed versus car-to-car roll stiffness.

Figure 8 Critical speed versus car-to-car yaw damping.
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signi¢cantly. For the ten car consist, this results in an increase in speed from 310 km/h
to about 378 km/h. Similarly, reducing the weight of the truck frame increases the
critical speed.

5.5 In£uence of conicity

For conventional vehicles it is well known that, in general, decreasing conicity
increases truck hunting stability, with the speed versus conicity curves typically
approximating quadratic hyperbolae, and with maximum achievable critical velocities
occurring at the lowest conicities. The body hunting modes are similarly affected by
decreasing conicity with the accompanying effect that more damping is needed to
control body hunting at lower conicities. However, it has been found for steered
vehicles that this is not necessarily the case (see Smith and Anderson, 1987). Steered
axle trucks can exhibit low conicity instabilities, i.e. areas of instabilities at the
low conicity end of the spectrum.

Articulated vehicles share similar characteristics. Figure 9 shows the e¡ect of con-
icity on critical speed. As expected, the equivalent conicity strongly a¡ects the lateral
stability. Conicities below the nominal value result in lower critical speeds. The
critical speed is higher above the nominal value, increasing with conicity until a value
of 0.035. Above this value, the critical speed decreases. Table 3 shows some of the

Figure 9 Critical speed versus conicity.

Table 3 In£uence of conicity on stability.

Conicity 0.015 0.025 0.035 0.045 0.055

Critical speed
(km/h)

240 311 330 321 306

Largest element of
eigenvector

Lateral of
10th
articulation
joint

Lateral of
10th truck
frame

Lateral of
9th truck
frame

Front wheelset
lateral of
11th truck
frame

Front wheelset
lateral of
11th truck
frame

Natural frequency of
least damped mode
(Hz)

1.02 1.57 1.92 2.46 2.67
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results. An inspection of the eigenvectors shows that at the low conicities, the consist
executes a wave-like motion with the small motions occurring at the front and the
larger motions occurring at the end of the train. Again, the eigenvector is dominated
by the lateral motions of the components with very small angular motions.The modal
behaviour is similar to the carbody hunting modes seen in conventional vehicles.
Increasing conicity results in large truck lateral motions as the modal frequency gets
closer to the free truck hunting frequency. At and above conicities of 0.045, the modal
frequency coincides with the free truck kinematic frequency resulting in fully devel-
oped truck hunting for one truck in the consist. In this type of mode, the motion
is dominated by large wheelset and truck lateral and yaw motions and smaller articu-
lation joint motions at the 11th truck. All other motions are very small.

5.6 In£uence of primary suspension

Variations in the parameter values of lateral stiffness and damping in the primary and
secondary suspensions affect the lateral stability of the consist. Figures 10^13 show the
in£uence of the primary suspension parameters on the critical speed. The lateral pri-
mary suspension, for the nominal parameters chosen for this model, has an in£uence
on vehicle behaviour that has been known previously. There exists, for this set of

Figure 10 Critical speed versus lateral primary stiffness.

Figure 11 Critical speed versus lateral primary damping.
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parameters, a range ofoptimumvalues of the primary lateral stiffness, below and above
which the critical speed of the consist is lowered (Figure 10). The in£uence of the
primary lateral damping as well as the longitudinal stiffness and damping is shown
in Figures 11^13.

6 Summary

This paper has discussed the development of a computer model for predicting the
lateral stability of articulated vehicles. A set of parameters representing a baseline con-
sist consisting of ten cars and giving a critical speed of approximately 310 km/h was
assembled. Parameter studies were conducted mainly to assess the in£uence of
car-to-car and car-to-truck suspension parameters on consist stability. The studies
show the results of the model are sensitive to the parameter values chosen. In addition,
for the parameters chosen here, optimumvalues of suspension characteristics exist that
produce the highest critical speeds. It is especially noted that consist stability is
sensitive to the yaw damping between the trucks and the carbody, the conicity of

Figure 12 Critical speed versus longitudinal primary stiffness.

Figure 13 Critical speed versus longitudinal primary damping.
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the wheel pro¢le, with low conicities below a certain value resulting in lower critical
speeds, and the primary suspension. Results were found to be fairly insensitive to
the inter-body yaw and roll connections.
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